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1. One of the biggest problems of the EDUCE elebent of the C )
Bass has been the Communist campaign to tear open the wounds of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki and override the program of the President of the United
Stains for Atems-for-Peace.

2: About a year ago,	 ) , at that time assigned to

a strong hand in imposinga consistent anti-Communist editotial policy
domplexes, aed, over a period of time, convinced him that he should take
this base* met and developed the owner or one of Japan's largest media

upon his media. Early this year, (	 .) interested him in the
prospects of the peaceful use of atomic eneryi in Japan, and was instrumentar'-,
in arranging fOr the 'visit of Identities 41, B and C. This visit was at the
invitation of a committee Of prominent politicians, businessman and academioians,
headed by KOMI (see Reference). It rested in stimulating much enthusiast
on PODAM's part regarding the peaceful uses of atomic energy, aid this has
been forcefully evident in his pblications, which have consistently played
down the Communist line as a consequence.

3. PooAmis enthusiasm led him. aervinwith influence from 	 ) Base
) bad replaced C	 a\ 	 Officer), to

become co-sponsor with QKPIAMAGE of Identity DA PODAM and QKFLOWAGE
did not always hit it off, and it cocasionalWrequired vigorous JkBA
Intervention on One side or another to bring,-the joint sponsorship plan
to fruition. It as successful, and the exhibition is currently enjoying
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great success. It is also noted that ( ") and (WOKE have concluded
an agreement on atomic energy. development.

Z. Attached it a letter from FODAM to Identity F, giving his report on
the situation and noting that *we have done our utmost to publish the true
facts of atomic energy through the media of newspapers and television, in
order to calm the stcrire of violent controversy and combat the activities
of the Iefttats andrightieta.4 Ible.letteeiciihiChlins'rendeeed-ifitb
Eigadsh and typed for PODAM Is signature by the Intelligence Staff, Japan
Base, will be delivered to C ) in a few days for tranemittal , to Identity
F.

5. Recently, the local QX71,015AGE Chief informed JAM that Identity E
had instructed its Japan bureau Chief, Identity G, to do a laudatory article
on QKFLOnAGE as the organisation which had reversed Japan's attitude on
atomic. energy. Chief, QEFLOaAGE, generbusIy but, we feel with justice,

, gave JAM the actual credit for this turnabout.

6. We feel that we have achieved an initial success in this endeavor
to combat Communist prepaganda in the field of the use of atomic energy,
for which much credit must go personally to C	 2 and .( ) We
soon to expend our efforts with
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Enclosure 2 to
FJBA— 7605
Under Separate Cover 
Tokyo, Japan
November 17, 1955

The President of the United States
The Whits House
ifashington, D. C.

Mr. Preeidentt

Let os begin by expressing my sincere congratulations on your
successful recovery from your long illness and on. your return in good
health to your duties at the :Mite House.

On behalf of the Japanese sponsors of the Atoms—for—Peace i;xhibition
which opened on November let in Tokyo, I wish to express our deep
gratitude for the very cordial and profoundly significant message which
you sent us on the occasion of the qeremoniee opening the Exhibition.

The i.xhibition has,. just as jou-said, become a symbol of the deter-
mination of the Americag and Japanese peoples to use the tremendous
potentialities of atomic energy for peace and prosperity, and this
symbol is constantly before the eyes of the eighty million people of
Janan.

Those who have come to this Lxhibition and seen this symbol have
lost all their bitter memories of the past. They have discovered a true
and encouraging hope for the future. There is no more inspiring sight
than seeing these people, who have discovered a new way for the making
of history, devote themselves to this way.

:.- As I watch the number of people enlightened by this Fahibition grew
day by day, I feel a deep satisfaction which is a full reward for the

;part I nve played therein.

Indeed, not only we mons-ors but eighty mil li on Japanese wish to
express our renewod respect and appreciation to you and to the American
people for the assistance you have given us in bringing to fruition so
profoundly significant a . project. Moreover, we admire the deep understand-
ing, sympathy, and untiring efforts of Ambassador Allison and his staff
in connection with this project, and we wish to take this opportunity
to express our sincere appreciation.

The number Of visitors to the Exhibition is growing daily, and
they are overflowing the Lxhibition hall; we are already convinced of
the success of the &thibition. The number of students among these
visitors is particularly significant;- even young primary school students



are caning to the :.xhibition in groups led by their teachers, and
there have been from many quarters expressions of gratitude for the
Exhibition - as an educational project.

believ- you are aware of the extremely complex and adverse
' circumstances affecting the development of Japanese popular opinion
regarding the issue of atomic energy. I feel that this situation is
unavoidable in, vier of the particular experience which this nation
underwent. However, I would like to stress that the Japanese have not
failed to see ,through the flames iniihich they were baptized into the
atemic tgen into the dawn of peace, prosperity, and civilization rising
beyond.

I have faith in the intelligence of the Japanse. We have done
our utmost to publish the true facts of atomic enargy through the media
of newspapers and television, in order to calm the storms of violent
controversy and combat the activities of the leftists and riey4st.s.

the theory of tne-peietful uses or - ataMic energy,
conducted last May by us in conjunction with the delegation from your
country headed by Mr. Hopkine and Drs. Lawrence and Hafstad, marked a
turning point in the controversial issue of atomic energy. This move-
ment was the direct stimulus for the conclusion by our government of
an atomic energy agreement, and also brought about the establishment
of a Central Research Institute for atomic energy, thus laying the
foundation for a great historical developent.

To enlighten the people it is not enough merely to put theories
an oaper. The opening of the present Lxhibition was timely and is
producing excellent results by showina the people many tangible objects.
It was a necessary and logical step.

I would like to emphasize that I dc not wish to de- /loP this issue
from a selfish national interest. It goes vdthout saying that I hope
for the swift r:Reovery of my country, but I also fervently hope that
tte necessary high teehnical level can be reached as soon 	 possible
in order that atomic . energy can be Islally utilized to liberate the
hundred million people of Asia from poverty and sickness.

I fW..1 keenly that this is the greetoA task which has been imposed
on us in the present Cold War.

I solicit your particular consideration toward the promotion of
renered and deeper mutual understanding between Japan and the United
States by assisting our atomic development.

I enclose an aerial photojraph to show that the 1:;xhibition non
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being held is living up to your expectations, and I hope that it mill
give you pleasure and satisfaction. At the same time, I wish to pay
my respects and express my appreciation to you.

It is my sincere prayer that you will remain in good health and
will continue to play an active role in the promotion of world poems
and proeperity.

Matsutaro Shoriki
Osiner4(
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